Comprehensive analysis of anomalous ANITA events disfavors a diffuse tau-neutrino flux origin
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Recently, the ANITA collaboration reported on two upward-going extensive air shower events consistent with a primary particle that emerges from the surface of the Antarctic ice sheet. These events may be of \(\nu_\tau\) origin, in which the neutrino interacts within the Earth to produce a \(\tau\) lepton that emerges from the Earth, decays in the atmosphere, and initiates an extensive air shower. In this paper we estimate an upper bound on the ANITA acceptance to a diffuse \(\nu_\tau\) flux detected via \(\tau\)-lepton-induced air showers within the bounds of standard model uncertainties. By comparing this estimate with the acceptance of Pierre Auger Observatory and IceCube and assuming standard model interactions, we conclude that a \(\nu_\tau\) origin of these events would imply a neutrino flux at least two orders of magnitude above current bounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ANITA collaboration has reported the detection of two upward-pointing cosmic-ray-like events propagating directly from the Antarctic ice sheet among a population of \(\gtrsim 30\) cosmic ray events \cite{1,2,3}. Among the cosmic-ray-like radio signals that reach ANITA from below the horizon, most display a phase reversal indicative of reflections off the ice surface of signals produced by downward-moving
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extensive air showers (EAS). However, as described in [1,2], ANITA has observed two anomalous events in which radio signals coming from the direction of the ice do not display this phase reversal and thus appear to have been produced by upward-moving EAS. As discussed in [1,2], one plausible mechanism that could produce them is the escape of τ leptons from ντ interactions in the Earth and their subsequent decay in the atmosphere to produce an EAS. However, it was noted that the long chord lengths through the Earth pose a severe challenge to this interpretation due to the large probability of absorption [1]. In this work, we explore the hypothesis of ντ origin within the standard model in more detail with an acceptance estimate based on Monte Carlo simulations.

The focus of this work is on estimating the acceptance to a diffuse ντ flux for comparison with the Auger and IceCube upper limits. We use dedicated particle propagation and EAS radio emission simulations. A follow-up paper will focus on sensitivity to point source fluxes and transients.

Simulations of the radio emission of cosmic-ray EAS using ZHAireS [4] have been applied to interpret the spectral characteristics of the signal [5], to predict the effect on signal polarization due to shower charge excess [6], and to account for reflections of the radio signals on the ice cap [7]. The radio emission model in ZHAireS has also been validated in a laboratory experiment that included the effects of a dielectric medium and the influence of a magnetic field [8]. Energy reconstruction of the ANITA-I cosmic-ray-induced events detected after reflection on the ice with ZHAireS has led to the first measurement of the cosmic-ray spectrum with the radio technique [9], giving compatible results with measurements of the spectrum with more established techniques [10,11]. These results give convincing evidence that the simulations of these pulses are accurate.

In this work, we have extended the functionality of ZHAireS to produce EAS radio emission from upward-going τ-lepton decays observed at high altitudes. The simulation allows for the injection of the τ decay products at any altitude thus enabling the characterization of radio impulsive signals due to τ decays propagating upwards in the atmosphere. The estimates of the air shower energies presented in [1,2] used simulations of downward-going cosmic-ray propagation geometries for their interpretation. In this paper, we include the effect of upward-pointing EAS produced at high altitudes.

We have developed a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the acceptance of the ANITA instrument to τ-lepton air showers of diffuse ντ flux origin with the purpose of comparing the sensitivity to the Auger [12,13] and IceCube [14] results, as well as to test whether event emergence angles from the simulations are consistent with the data. The process of producing a τ-lepton decay in the atmosphere from ντ propagating in Earth is involved and we use publicly available simulations [15] as part of the acceptance Monte Carlo. On traversal, the ντ suffers attenuation and regeneration through both neutral and charged current interactions, which, in effect, reduce the neutrino energy. If a ντ interaction takes place close to the Earth’s surface, it can produce a τ lepton that travels through the Earth until it exits, with some probability, to the atmosphere. The τ lepton then decays in flight producing an upward-pointing EAS, which induces a coherent electromagnetic pulse that triggers the ANITA detector floating at high altitude.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly review the characteristics of the ANITA τ-lepton EAS candidate events and provide results from ZHAireS simulations with the observed geometries for comparison. In Sec. III we provide the details of the acceptance Monte Carlo including an overview of the particle propagation processes involved, the ZHAireS-based radio emission model, and the detector model. Results of the Monte Carlo simulations are presented in Sec. IV, including the effects of ice shell thickness, standard model neutrino-nucleon interaction cross section uncertainties, and two different models of the photonuclear contribution to the τ-lepton energy loss. With this framework, we estimate an upper bound on the ANITA exposure to compare with the ντ flux limits from Auger and IceCube. In addition, we compare the estimated differential acceptance as a function of emergence angle to the data to test for consistency. In Sec. V we provide discussion and conclusions based on these results.

II. RADIO EMISSION MODELING OF THE ANITA τ-LEPTON AIR SHOWER CANDIDATE EVENTS

Event 3 985 267 from ANITA-I [1] and event 15 717 147 from ANITA-III [2] are isolated events that passed all signal quality and clustering cuts. The electric fields are impulsive and have spectra consistent with the other ANITA cosmic ray events [3,9] and their polarizations are correlated with the geomagnetic field. The distinguishing feature is that the polarity, the sign of the maximum electric field value, of these events is inverted compared to the rest of the cosmic ray events pointing to the continent. This is a feature that is consistent with the radio emission of an extensive air shower that is not reflected. Interpreting these events as extensive air showers requires that the parent particles producing them emerge upward from the ice, particularly because the measured emergence angles (the complement of the exit angle θ_{exit} shown in Fig. 1) of the events are 25.4° (ANITA-I) and 35.5° (ANITA-III) with ~1° uncertainty. We summarize the event parameters in Table I.

These upgoing showers could be due to a tau neutrino incident on the Earth. The ντ would have to propagate through most of the matter depth, either directly or with regeneration, before producing a τ lepton via a charged-current interaction near the surface, with the τ lepton subsequently decaying in the atmosphere and at least
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one of its decay products initiating an extensive air shower. When assuming the ANITA events are due to τ-lepton decay, we must consider the decay location in the atmosphere. The τ lepton decay range is \( L \sim (E_\tau/\text{EeV}) \times 49 \text{ km} \) with \( E_\tau \), the energy of the τ, meaning that the event could have decayed tens of km further along its trajectory in the atmosphere after exiting the ice.

The geometry for detecting tau lepton air showers from neutrinos piercing the Earth is shown in Fig. 1. If a tau neutrino enters the surface of the Earth, it may produce a tau lepton that exits the surface of the Earth at the other end. A tau lepton propagating into the atmosphere will eventually decay with a rest-frame lifetime \( 2.9 \times 10^{-13} \) seconds. The τ lepton will decay into a hadronic mode with a probability of 64.8% [16], thus producing an extensive air shower. The radio emission of such a shower could be observed by a receiver at altitude \( h \).

In Fig. 2 we show a set of radio emission profiles from air showers initiated at different decay altitudes. These profiles were simulated with ZHAireS [4] using the geomagnetic fields in Table I adapted to the upward-going air shower geometries and bandwidths corresponding to the ANITA events. The peak electric field for each decay altitude defines the minimum energy of the observed showers, shown in the right panels of Fig. 2. Changes in the radio emission profile at higher altitudes result in variations in the shower energy estimate. The electric field at the peak increases with τ decay altitude up until ~5 km, because the shower maximum moves closer to the detector. Above 5 km, the peak decreases with altitude because the air shower is not fully developed.

We estimate that the tau shower energy at 0 km decay altitude above ice level is 0.67 EeV for the ANITA-I event and 0.56 EeV for the ANITA-III event, consistent with prior estimates scaled from downward-going cosmic-ray air showers [9]. However, as shown in Fig. 2, the lack of knowledge of the tau decay altitude leads to a factor ~2 uncertainty on the tau shower energy. The shower energy uncertainty reported by ANITA-I of 0.6 ± 0.4 EeV is larger than the uncertainty due to decay altitude while the ANITA-III reported uncertainty 0.56±0.2 EeV has a smaller lower
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**FIG. 1.** Detection geometry. The Earth is modeled as a sphere with Earth’s polar radius \( R_E \) and a layer of ice of thickness \( D \) above that. The detector is at a height \( h \) above ice level (i.e., above \( R_E + D \)). The blue dashed line represents the incoming neutrino with direction of propagation \( \hat{r}_i \). If the neutrino interacts with the Earth via a charged current interaction, a τ lepton is produced that continues to propagate in the Earth’s atmosphere until it decays at a τ decay altitude above the ice surface (i.e., above \( R_E + D \)). If the decay mode includes hadrons, it will produce an extensive air shower (EAS). This EAS will produce a radio impulse. Because in some cases the shower maximum can be near or past the location of the detector, the view angle \( \theta_{\text{view}} \) of the radio emission is taken with respect to the τ-lepton decay point.

### TABLE I. ANITA-I and ANITA-III τ candidate events as reported in [1] and [2] respectively. Payload elevation angle refers to the event elevation angle with respect to the payload’s horizontal and payload azimuth angle refers to the event azimuth angle with respect to true north.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payload elevation angle</td>
<td>27.4° ± 0.3°</td>
<td>35.0° ± 0.3°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload azimuth angle</td>
<td>159.6° ± 0.7°</td>
<td>61.4° ± 0.7°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload altitude</td>
<td>35.029 km</td>
<td>35.861 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice thickness</td>
<td>3.53 km</td>
<td>3.22 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic field strength at 0-km</td>
<td>49.9892 μT</td>
<td>60.0783 μT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic field I</td>
<td>68.2426°</td>
<td>-77.4927°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic field D</td>
<td>-38.5059°</td>
<td>-155.684°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Hpol electric field strength</td>
<td>0.77 mV/m</td>
<td>1.1 mV/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air shower energy</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.4 EeV</td>
<td>0.6±0.2 EeV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bound than expected from decay altitude alone. The uncertainty in the view angle also contributes to the uncertainty in the shower energy, although this in principle can be further constrained using the spectral slope of the radio emission\cite{9}.

The minimum shower energy for these events is obtained for tau decay altitudes above 4 km. This altitude is consistent with that expected for typical tau decays of roughly the same energies for both events as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 2. The consistency among the observed electric fields, shower energies, and expected tau decay altitudes is not discrepant with the upward-going $\tau$ lepton hypothesis.

III. ACCEPTANCE ESTIMATE

In this section we present the model used for our estimates of the ANITA acceptance to $\tau$ lepton air showers of $\nu_\tau$ origin. The acceptance estimate relies on $\tau$ neutrino propagation, radio emission model, and the detector model. The goal of this work is to provide an upper bound of the acceptance and compare it to other experiments. Several approximations are taken along the way to simplify the estimate. We make optimistic approximations while keeping them at the relevant scale. Note that in this section we are no longer characterizing the ANITA-I and ANITA-III events but rather providing an estimate of the ANITA acceptance.

The acceptance to a diffuse flux $h_{A_i}$ is given, differentially, by $dA = dA d\Omega \hat{h} \cdot \hat{r}_c P_{\text{obs}}$. The differential area $dA$ with normal vector $\hat{n}$ is a reference region for the passage of a flux of particles. The direction of the particle axis of propagation is given by $\hat{r}_c$ with differential solid angle $d\Omega_c$. The dot product accounts for the projected area in the direction of the particle. $P_{\text{obs}}$ is the probability that a particle axis of propagation passing through the reference area element $dA$ with direction $\hat{r}_c$ is observed. This includes all attenuation factors, production of the observable electromagnetic waves, and detection as discussed below.

For the ANITA observation geometry, the natural choice of reference area is the surface of the Earth including the ice layer. To simplify the problem, we take the area of integration

\begin{align*}
\int \int dA = \int \int dA d\Omega \hat{h} \cdot \hat{r}_c P_{\text{obs}}.
\end{align*}
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to be the spherical cap visible from the detector at altitude $h$ above ice level (not sea level), the assumption being that a particle entering the surface of the Earth must exit the surface visible to the detector to produce an air shower visible at high altitude. This is neglecting a small region beyond the horizon where a $\tau$-lepton could exit and decay after many km of propagation producing a potentially detectable signal. However, since we are interested in relatively high emergence angles and lower energies, where the $\tau$ decay range in the atmosphere is $\lesssim50$ km (given the ANITA events of interest) we do not include this possibility, although it could be added to future estimates. The probability of observation $P_{\text{obs}}$ includes multiple components. The first is the probability that a $\tau$ lepton exits the ice into the atmosphere. This must also account for the distribution of energies $\mathcal{E}_\tau$ of the lepton exiting the ice given the parent neutrino energy $\mathcal{E}_\nu$, which we denote as $p_{\text{exit}}(\mathcal{E}_\nu|\mathcal{E}_\tau,\theta_{\text{exit}})$. The $\tau$ lepton subsequently decays in the atmosphere after an exponentially distributed distance $s_{\text{decay}}$ leading to $p_{\text{decay}}(s_{\text{decay}}|\mathcal{E}_\tau) = \exp(-s_{\text{decay}}/L(\mathcal{E}_\tau))$ with $L(\mathcal{E}_\tau)/\mathcal{E}_\tau = 49$ km/GeV. There is the possibility that the decay takes place past the detector, which increases with increasing energy. These events do not contribute to the total acceptance.

Upon decay, the daughter particles will interact with the atmosphere to produce an air shower. The most common $\tau$-lepton decay mode results in $\pi^-\nu_\tau$, with most of the energy ($\sim98\%$) going into the pions, which produce an extensive air shower. In this work, this is the injected set of particles used for shower simulations. In general, the energy going into an extensive air shower $\mathcal{E}_\text{EAS}$ given $\mathcal{E}_\tau$ has a probability density function $p_{\text{EAS}}(\mathcal{E}_\text{EAS}|\mathcal{E}_\tau)$.

For our upper bound estimate we take the optimistic assumption that $\mathcal{E}_\text{EAS} = \mathcal{E}_\tau$, which is close to within a few percent for the most common $\tau$-lepton decay mode. This would have to be treated in more detail for a higher fidelity estimate, including the $\tau$-lepton decay modes that produce no hadrons.

The shower then produces radio impulsive emission with peak electric field $E_{\text{peak}}$ at the location of the detector with a probability density function $p_{\text{pk}}(E_{\text{peak}}|\mathcal{E}_\text{EAS}, s_{\text{decay}}, \hat{r}_\nu, \mathbf{x}_{\text{det}}, \mathbf{x}_{\text{exit}})$. The radio impulse spectrum and strength at the payload depend on distance and view angle $\theta_{\text{view}}$, which is the angle between the shower axis and the line joining the detector position and the $\tau$ decay point (see Fig. 1), as well as the atmospheric density profile in which the air shower develops. This is accounted for by keeping track of the decay position. The distance and $\theta_{\text{view}}$ are determined by the exit point $\mathbf{x}_{\text{exit}}$, position of the detector $\mathbf{x}_{\text{det}}$, direction of propagation $\hat{r}_\nu$, and decay distance $s_{\text{decay}}$. For this acceptance estimate, we produce radio emission profiles for a range of decay altitudes and $\tau$ lepton propagation directions (emergence angles). These are parametrized (Sec. III B) for use in a Monte Carlo evaluation of the acceptance. Finally, the probability that the detector triggers $p_{\text{trig}}(E_{\text{peak}})$ depends on the peak electric field and beam pattern of the antennas. The acceptance of tau neutrinos, including all the steps described above, is given by the nested integral

$$
\langle A\Omega \rangle_{\nu_\tau} = R_E^2 \int d\Omega_E \int d\Omega_\nu \hat{r}_\nu \cdot \hat{n}_E \int d\mathcal{E}_\tau p_{\text{exit}}(\mathcal{E}_\nu|\mathcal{E}_\tau,\theta_{\text{exit}}) \int ds_{\text{decay}} p_{\text{decay}}(s_{\text{decay}}|\mathcal{E}_\tau) \times \int d\mathcal{E}_\text{EAS} p_{\text{EAS}}(\mathcal{E}_\text{EAS}|\mathcal{E}_\tau) \int dE_{\text{peak}} p_{\text{pk}}(E_{\text{peak}}|\mathcal{E}_\text{EAS}, s_{\text{decay}}, \hat{r}_\nu, \mathbf{x}_{\text{det}}, \mathbf{x}_{\text{exit}}) p_{\text{trig}}(E_{\text{peak}}) \nonumber
$$

The surface integral is performed over the surface of a spherical Earth model with polar radius, $R_E = 6,356$ km and differential solid angle, $d\Omega_E$, with polar coordinates $\theta_E$, $\phi_E$ (see Fig. 1). The normal vector to the Earth’s surface at the tau lepton exit point is $\hat{n}_E$. The solid angle integration about the neutrino directions is $d\Omega_\nu$, in polar coordinates defined locally at the exit point, with $\theta_\nu$ referenced to $\hat{n}_E$ and $\phi_\nu$ referenced to the direction to the payload.

In the following subsections, we provide details of the $\tau$ neutrino and lepton propagation, radio emission model, and detector model, including discussion of the approximations used for the upper bound estimate of the acceptance.

### A. $\tau$ neutrino and lepton propagation

For the evaluation of $p_{\text{exit}}(\mathcal{E}_\nu|\mathcal{E}_\tau,\theta_{\text{exit}})$ we use the publicly available propagation code [15]. This code allows the user to specify different ice thicknesses, standard model neutrino-nucleon cross sections, and $\tau$-lepton energy loss models. We include calculations using different possibilities for these effects in the results of this paper.

The $\tau$ exit probabilities, marginalized over the exiting $\tau$ lepton energy, are given by:

$$
P_{\text{exit}}(\mathcal{E}_\tau, \theta_{\text{exit}}) = \int d\mathcal{E}_\nu p_{\text{exit}}(\mathcal{E}_\nu|\mathcal{E}_\tau, \theta_{\text{exit}}). \nonumber$$

These probabilities have been characterized in detail in [15] where the $\mathcal{E}_\tau$ distributions are provided as well.

The main results presented in [15] relevant to this study are listed as follows. The effect of $\nu_\tau$ regeneration, where a neutrino interacts in the Earth via a charged-current interaction producing a $\tau$ lepton that subsequently decays into a lower energy $\nu_\tau$ is important at emergence angles $>3^\circ$. Not including it severely underestimates the sensitivity to $\nu_\tau$ for observatories at high altitudes, such as...
ANITA. The presence of a layer of ice >1 km thick results in an increased $P_{\text{exit}}$ compared to bare rock only for $\nu_\tau$ energies above $3 \times 10^{18}$ eV. Below this energy, the presence of an ice or water layer reduces $P_{\text{exit}}$ due to the low probability of a neutrino interaction compared to the reduced $\tau$-lepton decay range. Finally, it was also found that for emergence angles $\gtrsim 5^\circ$, the Earth acts as a filter reducing the high energy $\tau$-lepton flux. This is the regime where regeneration dominates the outgoing flux of $\tau$ leptons.

B. Radio emission model

We model the radio emission from a particle cascade initiated by the decay of an ultra-high-energy $\tau$ lepton using the ZHAiRES code [4]. This code implements the ZHS algorithm [17,18], which calculates the total radio signal by summing the emission from each single particle track obtained from the AIREs [4] simulation for atmospheric particle cascades. To initialize the particle shower, we feed into AIREs the products of a $\tau$-lepton decay, obtained from TAUOLA [16] simulations of tau decays at several energies. The energy of the products of a specific decay can be scaled to obtain a specific $\tau$ energy or shower energy. These decay products are injected into the atmosphere at the desired decay altitude. By propagating these decay products, ZHAiRES creates the atmospheric shower and calculates the radio emission.

In the radio simulations shown in this work we used a single TAUOLA simulated decay at $10^{17}$ eV, with the most common (25%) $\tau$-lepton decay mode ($\pi^-\pi^0\nu_\tau$). In this simulation, the three decay products take 67%, 31%, and 2% of the original $\tau$-lepton energy, respectively.

For this study we developed a special version of the ZHAiRES code, capable of correctly handling time calculations for up-going showers starting anywhere in the atmosphere. This makes it possible to freely choose the location of the decay as well as the direction of propagation for the $\tau$ decay products.

For the acceptance estimate portion of this study, we simulated showers with a magnetic field of $60 \mu$T. In each case, the magnetic field vector is oriented perpendicular to the direction of the shower. The electric field is filtered in the 180–1200 MHz band to match the trigger band of ANITA-III. This produces the largest possible emission for our upper bound estimate. In Fig. 3, we show simulated peak electric fields, filtered in the 180–1200 MHz band, as a function of the shower axis at the $\tau$-lepton decay point (see Fig. 1 for geometry). Top panels: Electric field profiles are shown for $\tau$ decay altitudes from 0 km (ice level) to 9 km and emergence angles from 1° to 40°. The observation point is at 37 km altitude. Note that the emergence angle is measured relative to ice level while the view angle is measured relative to a shower at the decay point. Bottom panels: the peak value of the profiles as a function of emergence angle. See text for explanation.

Different stages of the shower contribute with varying levels of coherence to the total electric field depending on distance to observer, number of particles, and emission angle. As the shower develops the angle of the line of sight to the observation point changes introducing time delays which can result in constructive or destructive interference between different stages in the longitudinal development of the shower. Also, as the detector moves away from the shower axis, the distance to the emission region changes resulting in additional time delays [5]. The net result is a ring-like radio emission pattern as shown in the top panel of Fig. 3 with a maximum at a certain viewing angle $\theta_{\text{view}}$ relative to the shower axis as seen from the $\tau$-decay point.

For $\tau$-lepton decays at low altitudes, the induced showers reach $X_{\text{max}}$ before ANITA and $\theta_{\text{view}}$ roughly corresponds to viewing an extended region around $X_{\text{max}}$ at angles close to the Cherenkov angle where the coherence is maximal [5]. For $\tau$-lepton decays at high altitudes $X_{\text{max}}$ is reached past ANITA. For instance at a decay altitude ~6 km above the...
ice, a 30° shower of energy 0.5 EeV reaches on average its maximum size around the detector position. In this case there is a competition between an increase in electric field due to the reduced distance between the shower and the observer, and a decrease in signal strength due to the shower evolving in a thinner atmosphere and not fully developing before reaching ANITA with only a small fraction of the early shower development contributing to the coherent pulse. This results in weaker signals despite the shower being closer to the detector. Also the beam narrows because of geometric projection effects due to the Cherenkov emission conical beam pattern produced along shower development starting closer to ANITA. The beam narrows further due to the refractivity scaling (to first order) with the atmospheric density and hence the Cherenkov angle decreasing with altitude. These trends can be clearly observed in Fig. 4, where we show the radio emission profiles at fixed emergence angle of 30° for various decay altitudes.

Since the full radio simulation of EAS is computationally intensive, we parametrize the behavior at discrete values of shower parameters. For a given shower in the acceptance estimate, we use the parametrization associated with the decay altitude and emergence angle nearest to the shower geometric variables and scale the electric field amplitude linearly with EAS energy.

For each \( \tau \) decay altitude and emergence angle, we parametrize the radio emission beam pattern in the 180–1200 MHz band for the Monte Carlo estimate of the acceptance. The functional form of the fits is given by the combination of a Gaussian and Lorentzian centered on the peak \( \theta_{\text{view}} \) along with a Gaussian centered at \( \theta_{\text{view}} = 0° \). The shape is given by

\[
e(\theta_{\text{view}}) = E_0 \left[ f \exp \left( -\frac{(\theta_{\text{view}} - \theta_{\text{pk}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{view}}^2} \right) + (1-f) \left( 1 + \frac{(\theta_{\text{view}} - \theta_{\text{pk}})^2}{\sigma_{\text{view}}^2} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \right] + E_1 \exp \left( -\frac{\theta_{\text{view}}^2}{2\Sigma_{\text{view}}^2} \right)
\]

(3)

and the electric field is

\[
E_{\text{peak}}(\xi, r, \theta_{\text{view}}) = \left( \frac{\xi}{10^{17} \text{ eV}} \right) \left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right)^{-1} e(\theta_{\text{view}})
\]

(4)

where \( r_0 \) is the distance from ANITA to the \( \tau \) lepton decay point. Note that \( r_0 \) is not a free parameter of the fit but rather it just varies depending on the chosen decay altitude and emergence angle. The parametrization is done for emergence angles of 1°, 3°, and 5°–40° in 5° degree steps as well as decay altitudes in the range 0–9 km in 1 km steps. As an example, the best fit parameters for an emergence angle of 30° and decay altitude of 0 km are \( E_0 = 0.151 \text{ mV/m}, \ \theta_{\text{pk}} = 0.873°, \ \sigma_{\text{view}} = 0.161°, \ f = 0.745, \ E_1 = 1.549 \mu \text{V/m}, \Sigma_{\text{view}} = 0.176° \).

The calculation of the probability of detection must account for the position of the tau decay in the atmosphere \( [P_{\text{decay}} \text{ in Eq. (1)}] \), the production of the extensive air shower \( (p_{\text{EAS}}) \), its radio emission \( (p_{\text{pk}}) \), and the detector trigger \( (p_{\text{ trig}}) \). The shower initiation point \( s_{\text{decay}} \) with respect to the exit point along the neutrino axis of propagation is sampled with an exponential distribution \( p_{\text{decay}}(s_{\text{decay}}) = \exp(-s_{\text{decay}}/L) \) where \( L \) is the \( \tau \) lepton decay range. The probability that the shower is hadronic \( P_{\text{hadron}} = 64.8\% \) is taken into account in \( p_{\text{EAS}} \). The energy \( \xi_{\text{EAS}} \) is 98% of \( \xi_{\tau} \) based on the decay mode assumed (see Sec. III B) and we assume all the energy of the \( \tau \) lepton goes into producing an extensive air shower, so that the integral in \( \xi_{\text{EAS}} \) can be omitted setting \( \xi_{\text{EAS}} = \xi_{\tau} \).

The ANITA-I trigger model is fully described in [19]. Each antenna consists of two linearly polarized channels. The signals are combined into two circular polarizations and split into four sub-bands per polarization. For an antenna to trigger, three of eight sub-bands must be above threshold. The exponentially falling spectrum of extensive air shower radio emission at frequencies above 300 MHz means that while lower frequency ANITA sub-bands may exceed the thermal thresholds, the higher frequency
sub-band may not. Overall, this results in a higher threshold over the full band.

The ANITA-III instrument was updated to include a full-band impulsive trigger, additional antennas, and lower noise amplifiers. However, persistent continuous wave radio-frequency interference from satellites in the North were masked out from consideration in the trigger (a feature called phi-masking), resulting in a decreased exposure. Details of the ANITA-III trigger and performance are available in [20,21].

For this study we apply a simplified model of the ANITA trigger. Given a time-domain electric field peak \( E_{\text{peak}} \), we approximate the peak voltage \( V_{\text{peak}} \) at the detector using

\[
V_{\text{peak}} = E_{\text{peak}} \frac{c}{f_c} \sqrt{\frac{R_L D}{Z_0^2 4\pi}},
\]

where \( R_L = 50 \, \Omega \) is the load impedance of the ANITA receiver, \( Z_0 = 377 \, \Omega \) is the impedance of free space, and \( D = 10 \, \text{dBi} \) is the peak directivity of the ANITA horn antennas. We assume a central frequency, \( f_c \), of 300 MHz for the conversion.

We estimate the detector threshold based on the weakest event in the population of cosmic-ray air showers detected in ANITA-I (reported in [22]) and ANITA-III. The smallest peak electric field in ANITA-I (ANITA-III) reported was \( E_{\text{peak}} = 446 \, (284) \, \mu \text{V/m}. \) This corresponds to a threshold voltage of \( V_{\text{peak}} = 143 \, (91) \, \mu \text{V}. \) The improvements to the ANITA-III instrument result in a factor of \( \sim 2 \) decrease in the estimated trigger threshold compared to ANITA-I. The trigger is approximated by taking \( p_{\text{trig}} \) to be unity if the electric field is above this threshold and zero if it is below.

D. Monte Carlo simulations

The acceptance in Eq. (1) is evaluated via Monte Carlo integration. The total region of integration is given by the detector horizon, characterized by \( \cos \theta_{\text{horz}} = (1 + h/R_E)^{-1} \) (see Sec. III and Fig. 1). The maximal aperture for the region of integration is given by [23]

\[
A_0 \approx 2\pi^2 \frac{R_E h}{1 + h/R_E}.
\]

Given the geometry of the detector, in the simulation we sample the set of parameters \( \{ \theta_E, \phi_E, \theta_{\nu}, \phi_{\nu}, E_{\nu}, s_{\text{decay}} \} \). The location of the exit point of the particle on the surface of the Earth is obtained from sampling the polar angle with respect to the position of the detector (\( \theta_E \)) from a cosine distribution in the interval \( [1 + h/R_E, 1] \), according to the integral in Eq. (1). Since the integrand in Eq. (1) is azimuthally symmetric around the axis of the detector, \( \phi_E \) need not be sampled. The particle trajectory vector \( \hat{r}_{\nu} \) is obtained from sampling its polar coordinate parameters \( \theta_{\nu} \) and \( \phi_{\nu} \). Due to the dot product of \( \hat{r}_{\nu} \cdot \hat{E} \) in Eq. (1), the angle \( \theta_{\nu} \) is sampled according to a cosine-squared distribution in the interval \( [0, 1] \), since we consider only exiting trajectories in the field of view of the detector. The azimuthal angle \( \phi_{\nu} \) is uniformly sampled in the interval \( [0, 2\pi] \). The exit angle \( \theta_{\text{exit}} \) is obtained from \( \theta_E \) and \( \hat{r}_{\nu} \). The \( \tau \)-lepton energy \( E_\tau \) is sampled from a distribution obtained with a separate tau neutrino propagation simulation (see Sec. III A) for the corresponding exit angle. The decay distance in the atmosphere is obtained from sampling \( s_{\text{decay}} \) from the probability distribution \( p_{\text{decay}}(s_{\text{decay}}|E_\tau) \). As mentioned in the beginning of Sec. III, we assume \( E_{\text{EAS}} = E_\tau \) and propagate the corresponding electric field to the location of the detector. The probability that an event is detected \( p_{\text{det}}(E_{\tau,k}, \hat{r}_{\nu,k}, \theta_{\text{exit},k}) \) includes the sampling of \( p_{\text{decay}}, p_{\text{EAS}}, p_{\text{pk}} \) and \( p_{\text{trig}} \). In this simulation \( p_{\text{trig}} \) is 1 if the event is above threshold and 0 if it is below. The numerical estimate of the acceptance is

\[
\langle A_{\Omega_{\nu}}(E_{\nu}) \rangle = \frac{A_0}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} p_{\text{exit}}(E_{\nu,k}, \theta_{\text{exit},k}) \times p_{\text{det}}(E_{\tau,k}, \hat{r}_{\nu,k}, \theta_{\text{exit},k}),
\]

where the index \( k \) labels each of the \( N \) simulated events. The marginalized \( \tau \)-lepton exit probability \( p_{\text{exit}}(E_{\nu}, \theta_{\text{exit}}) \), defined in Eq. (2), accounts for the fact that we sampled an exiting tau lepton probability with energy \( E_\tau \) including the tau neutrinos that do not result in a tau lepton exiting the surface of the Earth.

IV. RESULTS

A. Upper bound on exposure

The resulting upper bounds on the ANITA acceptance and exposure to \( \tau \)-lepton air showers of \( \nu_\tau \) origin are shown in Fig. 5 (labeled Air Shower). Loss of sensitivity due to the effects of phi-masking and deadtime are included in the exposure estimates, but not in the acceptance estimate. The \( \tau \)-lepton air shower acceptance upper bound curve on the left panel of Fig. 5 is obtained from simulations using the ANITA-I threshold and the ANITA-III threshold and taking the arithmetic mean. At energies \( E_{\nu_\tau} > 3 \times 10^{18} \, \text{eV} \) this upper bound estimate is comparable to the \( \nu_\tau \) acceptances of IceCube and Auger. With decreasing energy \( E_{\nu_\tau} < 3 \times 10^{18} \, \text{eV} \), the ANITA acceptance falls off quickly making ANITA orders of magnitude less sensitive. The average ANITA acceptance curve for \( \nu_\tau \) interacting in the ice sheet and producing a coherent radio impulse exiting the ice (labeled Askaryan) is also shown for comparison [20]. At energies \( E_{\nu_\tau} > 10^{19} \, \text{eV} \) the acceptance of the Askaryan channel is significantly larger but decreases more steeply with decreasing neutrino energy than the air shower channel.
The curves on the right panel of Fig. 5 show that the ANITA $\tau$-lepton air shower channel for $\nu_\tau$ has a substantially lower exposure compared to IceCube and Auger. This is primarily due to the fact that IceCube and Auger have run continuously for many ($\sim 10^4$) years. The blue band for the ANITA $\tau$-lepton air shower channel brackets the range of curves obtained from ice shell thicknesses between 1 and 4 km as well as the range of $\nu_\tau$ cross sections and $\tau$ energy loss models considered in this work (see [15] for more details). The ANITA $\tau$-lepton air shower exposure is at least a factor of 40 smaller than Auger or IceCube at high energies and more than four orders of magnitude smaller at relevant energies $\sim 3 \times 10^{17}$ eV.

In Fig. 6, we show the dependence of the exposure of the ANITA $\tau$-lepton air shower channel on neutrino interaction cross section, $\tau$-lepton energy-loss models, and ice thickness. In the left panel, we show that the upper and lower uncertainties on the cross section in [26] have a small effect on the exposure at neutrino energies $< 10^{20}$ eV. At energies $E_{\nu_\tau} \approx 10^{21}$ eV, the exposure varies by $\sim$70%. As discussed in [15], increasing (decreasing) the cross section increases (decreases) $p_{\text{exit}}$ for emergence angles below the value corresponding to the trajectory being tangential to rock beneath the ice layer while for emergence angles above this value $p_{\text{exit}}$ decreases (increases). The standard (mid.) value of the cross section happens to maximize the probability of detection integrated over all emergence angles at $E_{\nu_\tau} \approx 10^{21}$ eV.

In the middle panel of Fig. 6 we compare the exposures obtained with the Abramowicz-Levin-Levy-Maor (ALLM) [24] and Armesto-Salgado-Wiedemann (ASW) [25] $\tau$ energy loss models. The ASW model, with a lower $\tau$-lepton energy loss, results in a larger acceptance. This is the largest contribution to the uncertainty within the standard model which is of order a factor of $\sim 2$ for $E_{\nu_\tau} \approx 10^{19}$ eV. A reduced energy loss increases the $\tau$ decay range (energy loss and decay combined), thus enabling a larger interaction volume near the surface of the Earth to contribute to exiting $\tau$ leptons [15].

Finally, in the right panel of Fig. 6 we display the dependence of the exposure on the thickness of the ice above sea level. As the ice thickness increases from 1 km to 2 km in addition to the Earth’s radius, the exposure increases by a factor of $\sim 2$ for energies above $5 \times 10^{18}$ eV. Since thicker ice increases the altitude above sea level that the tau emerges into, increasing the ice thickness above 2 km does not further increase the exposure. This is due to the competing effects of an increased $P_{\text{exit}}$ with thicker ice [15] versus a weaker air shower electric field strength due to the thinner atmosphere at higher altitude above sea level. For neutrino
energies below $10^{19}$ eV, the difference between a 1 km and 4 km ice shell is small while at higher energies the effect increases but remains smaller than a factor of two.

**B. Differential acceptance vs emergence angle**

To further compare the simulations to the observed events, in Fig. 7 we show ANITA’s differential acceptance to an isotropic tau neutrino flux as a function of emergence angle. The most optimistic case of an ASW energy loss model and the lowest standard model cross section (dashed lines) results in a broader differential acceptance that extends to wider emergence angles when compared with the results from a mid-range standard model cross section and ALLM energy loss model (solid lines). The lower trigger threshold of ANITA-III increases the differential acceptance at all energies to higher emergence angles when compared to ANITA-I. At the lowest energies ($\leq 10^{18}$ eV), the lower trigger threshold increases the total acceptance by factors of 5-10 and shifts the peak in the differential acceptance to lower emergence angles.

The emergence angles for the ANITA-I and ANITA-III events, shown in Fig. 7 as a vertical line, are in the tails of the estimated differential acceptance for both ANITA-I and ANITA-III. At neutrino energies $\geq 10^{18}$ eV, the differential acceptance is $\sim 5$ (ANITA-I) and $\sim 6$ (ANITA-III) orders of

---

**FIG. 6.** The upper bounds of the ANITA exposure to upward-going tau neutrino-induced air showers assuming (left) variations on the cross section for 4-km thick ice and the ALLM energy loss model, (middle) variations on the energy loss model for 4-km thick ice and the midrange cross section, and (right) variations on the ice thickness for the midrange cross section and ALLM energy loss model.

**FIG. 7.** ANITA-I (left) and ANITA-III (right) differential acceptance vs emergence angle for 4 km ice thickness for various energies. The midrange standard model cross section with the ALLM energy loss model are shown as solid lines and the low-range standard model cross section with ASW energy loss model are shown as dashed lines. The reconstructed emergence angles for the ANITA events and their uncertainties projected to the ice are shown in the vertical band with a line.
The magnitude higher at emergence angles between 2° and 5° than at 25° or larger (where the ANITA events lie). This means that if the observed events were due to an isotropic flux, the neutrino energy has to be < 10^{18} \text{ eV}. Otherwise, more events would be expected at low emergence angles.

For a $\nu_{\tau}$ energy of $\sim 10^{17.5} \text{ eV}$, the ANITA-I event is $\sim 100$ times more likely to emerge at $\sim 10^\circ$ compared to the observed emergence angle of 25.4°. For ANITA-III, the differential acceptance at $10^{17.5} \text{ eV}$ is a factor of $> 1000$ higher at 10° than at the observed emergence angle of 34.6°.

For the hypothesis of a standard model $\tau$-lepton origin of ANITA anomalous events to be consistent with the data, substantially more events would be expected at low emergence angles. Further suppression of the cross section, beyond the standard model (see e.g., [27–29]), would further shift the peak of the distribution to larger emergence angles. This will be the subject of a future study. It is worth noting that the upper bound approach taken here tends to overestimate the acceptance and increasing the fidelity of the detector model will reduce the sensitivity, particularly at the high emergence angles where the ANITA antenna beam pattern tends to lose gain.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have placed an upper bound on the ANITA-I and ANITA-III exposure to $\tau$-lepton air showers of $\nu_{\tau}$ origin and compared it to IceCube, Auger, and the ANITA in-ice shower channel. The ZHAIRE simulation code was adapted to produce upgoing air showers from $\tau$-lepton decays in the atmosphere, which enabled a Monte Carlo upper bound estimate of the exposure. The code, which could be used for other $\tau$-lepton detector simulations such as [30,31], is available upon request to the authors. The possible radio emission profiles for the specific ANITA-I and ANITA-III events have been presented and a lower limit on the energy of the air showers are estimated in both cases to be above $2.5 \times 10^{17} \text{ eV}$.

The main conclusion is that the observation of $\tau$-lepton events from a diffuse neutrino flux by the ANITA flights is inconsistent with the limits placed by IceCube and Auger with standard model parameters by several orders of magnitude. Although the acceptance of ANITA is smaller than but comparable to IceCube and Auger, the significantly higher duty cycle of these observatories makes their exposure more than two orders of magnitude higher than ANITA at neutrino energies above $10^{19} \text{ eV}$ and significantly more at energies below that. The constraints include a characterization of the dependence on ice thickness, neutrino-nucleon cross section uncertainties, and $\tau$-lepton energy loss models, all within the standard model. Although these effects can modify the exposure upper bounds by a factor of 2 to 5, depending on the energy, it is not enough to address the strong tension with the IceCube and Auger $\nu_{\tau}$ flux bounds.

The $\nu_{\tau}$ cross section and the $\tau$-lepton energy loss models used in this study are by no means exhaustive. Significant dependence of these models on the exposure has been shown. It is possible that with more aggressive suppression of the cross section compared to the standard model the discrepancy with IceCube and Auger might be reduced. However, for such a study to be conclusive, it would require estimates of the IceCube and Auger exposure with the same modified interaction models for fair comparison.

Despite ANITA’s exposure in this $\nu_{\tau}$ air shower channel being smaller than IceCube and Auger, the acceptance is comparable to those observatories at energies $> 10^{18} \text{ eV}$. This is indicative that ANITA may be highly sensitive to point source fluxes and transients. This will be explored in detail in a follow-up paper.

The standard model $\tau$-lepton of a diffuse $\nu_{\tau}$ flux origin hypothesis is not self consistent within ANITA observations. The expected emergence angle from this model is significantly smaller than the observed emergence angles. It is possible that this discrepancy could be reduced by a more aggressive suppression of the neutrino-nucleon cross section, as has been suggested in some beyond standard model scenarios [27–29]. The effect will reduce the $\tau$-lepton exit probability at lower emergence angles in favor of higher emergence angles. Other possibilities that could resolve this discrepancy include sterile neutrinos [32], the decay in Earth of a quasistable dark matter particle [33], and supersymmetric sphaleron transitions [34]. This will be treated in a future study.

ANITA-IV had a longer flight than ANITA-I and ANITA-III and the analysis of its data is currently underway. The continued detection of radio impulses consistent with up-going air showers will motivate more detailed studies of the origin of these events.
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